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Catholic mothers and daughters: Resilient conversations
Anne Keary*
Faculty of Arts and Education, CREFI, Deakin University, Burwood Hwy, Burwood,
VIC 3125, Australia
In this paper, conversations between a group of white, middle class, adult
Australian mothers and daughters are examined to disclose the symbolic
dimensions that mark girlhood, womanhood, motherhood and the mother–
daughter dyad within Catholic discourse. In their conversations, women unravel
and produce understandings of themselves as women, and as mothers and
daughters that operate at both a symbolic and real material level. The women in
their intergenerational dialogue depict a visceral account of Catholic desire,
guilt, pleasure, piety and anger. They offer insights into the curious patriarchal
religious rituals; logic and superstition that shaped their Catholic upbringings
and that still permeate their adult lives. For it becomes evident that they are still
affected by, and living out, the intensity of this religious force. By constructing
traces of the Catholic mother–daughter nexus which relates back to women’s
conversations, the intention is not to construct a closed off space but, rather, to
construct a place in which women actively talk, listen and read, and by so doing
come to a better understanding of their own social gendered embodied selves
Keywords: Catholicism; mother–daughter relationship; Irigaray; Catholic
rituals; genealogy
Introduction
In this essay, I set out to examine the mother–daughter relationship and its socio-
historical construction within the discourse and pedagogy of Catholicism. This is a
personal as well as a theoretical journey. Specifically, I undertake a matrilineal
genealogy to re-explore the prevalent representations of the mother–daughter
nexus within my own, as well as my school friends’, matrilineal history. The aim of
my search is not only to deconstruct dominant Catholic constructions and images
of the mother–daughter dyad, but also to excavate traces of maternal connections
and relations that have been expunged and hidden by patriarchal regimes such as
Catholicism. My intention is to give the mothers and daughters in this study a
history, a context and a voice. In this essay, it is contended that Catholicism is a
patriarchal structure as it is institutionally biased towards male authority and
reflects largely male considerations. Moreover, it is argued throughout the essay
that its doctrine and rituals construct a male culture that contours the spirituality of
women and constrains their role in the Catholic Church.
q 2014 Taylor & Francis
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The main concern of this paper is to deconstruct Catholic mother and
daughter conversations, and to rethink women’s patriarchally defined subjectivity
in constructing the meanings of the material and spiritual conditions of their lives.
From a feminist psychoanalytic perspective, I examine the embodied self as it is
inscribed and languaged as Catholic and gendered through a series of rituals and
liturgies. Whilst from a post-structuralist perspective, I locate these inscripted
Catholic gendered bodies as socio-historical constructions through the way in
which they act out and perform Catholic womanhood. In discourses of post-
structuralism, it is argued that the category ‘woman’ is not an essence or a
substance but rather ‘a process of negotiation between material and semiotic
conditions that affect one’s embodied, situated self’ (Braidotti 1994, 118). I do
not aim for a politics, which is grand. I do not intend to liberate and emancipate
women from the master’s house (Lorde 1984), nor do I advance the building of a
mistress’ house.
Through the telling of Catholic women’s stories, the aim is to scrutinise
Catholicism as an institution and discourse, which shapes women’s lives. The
aim also is to acknowledge the agency of women within the confines of Catholic
structures of domination and control. The women represented in this paper
portray a visceral account of female desire, guilt, pleasure, piety and anger. These
women offer insights into the patriarchal practices, which shaped their Catholic
education and still permeate their adult lives.
Literatur e review
There is a large body of feminist research on the mother–daughter relationship
within the discipline of feminist psychology. One representation of this literature
is object-relations theory. This theory places the mother as the primary object for
the pre-Oedipal daughter, and is used to explain gender formation. Dinnerstein
(1977) discusses the negative social and psychological effects of mothering on
women and men, and hence on society as a whole. Chodorow (1978) argues that
the mother–daughter relationship is fraught with potential danger, and the
daughter’s lack of a sense of autonomy and differentiation is due to this over-
attachment to the mother. The way out of this maternal dilemma, for both
Chodorow and Dinnerstein, is shared male/female child rearing during infancy
and early childhood.
This theoretical framework has been remarkably influential in feminist
theorising on the mother–daughter nexus. For example, feminist literary
theorists, particularly those aligned with cultural studies, tend to slide into this
theoretical stance as a means of naming and giving women a signature. Three
feminist writers, Marianne Hirsch (1989), Ann Kaplan (1992) and Danuta
Walters (1992), provide insight into the socio-historical shifts in the construction
of the mother–daughter nexus, and the cultural manifestations of myths and
stereotypical images of motherhood and the maternal body. In contrast, radical
feminists, such as Adrienne Rich (1986) analyse the mother in relation to her
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positioning within patriarchy. Rich constructs an ‘aura’, a feminine essence
around the mother that aims to challenge the object-relations mother-blame
analyses. Yet, she also analytically contains women within masculinist constructs
of motherhood and conceptualises mothers as constrained by their essentialised
bodies.
In contrast, Lawler (2000) discusses some of the innate risks in commonplace
meanings given to motherhood, daughterhood and selfhood. Her analysis focuses
on power/knowledge relationships as they are entwined within the mother–
daughter nexus. She also delves into the notion of resistance and how it is
enmeshed in the maternal relationship. She looks for alternative ways of
conceiving of the mother–daughter nexus.
This feminist literature is analytically informative and provides an overview
of the issues involved in theorising the mother–daughter relationship. However,
the literature does not analytically raise the issue of religion and the mother–
daughter nexus. Feminism within religious studies is a growing discipline and
takes varying forms. Some feminist theorists attempt to reform Catholic doctrine,
whilst other feminist critics examine the infrastructures of Catholic discourse so
as to dismantle and discredit the master’s house. Ruether (1981) suggests that the
aim of feminism in religious studies is twofold. The first involves charting the
patriarchal bias in traditional religion. Works of authors like Daly (1968) and
Ruether (1974) point to the historical male bias against women in the scriptures.
Ruether (1981) suggests that these texts highlight the marginalisation and
exclusion of women in the Christian tradition, and the effect this has had
consciously, and unconsciously, on the symbolic creation of Christian theology.
Weaver (1985) also writes about the exclusion of women in the Catholic
Church. She contends that there is ‘the need to change structures and to
reconceptualise old patterns of authority within the Catholic Church’ (ix). She
suggests that women are frustrated with their lack of full standing within the
church, and the deliberate institutional barriers set up that disallow women’s
equal status. Wallace (1988), on the other hand, provides a sociological
examination of the changing role of women in the Catholic Church from the late
1960s to the late 1980s. She analyses the documents of Vatican II, and interviews
Catholic women who act as church administrators. She discusses the social
reality of Catholic women.
In more recent times, Dillon (2010) discusses the contextual nature of
religion, and how particular contexts shape whether religious identities, beliefs
and ideas are understood as mainstream or as Other, whilst Manning (2012) looks
at spirituality and the resilient meanings it has for women in later life. All these
works are instructive and complementary to the present study; however, none of
them specifically delve into the Catholic mother–daughter nexus.
Given the significant Catholic population in Australia and the large Catholic
education sector, the lack of Australian literature on life histories of Catholic
women as mothers and daughters has serious implications for Australian feminist
scholarship on women’s life experiences within Catholic discourse. This lack
Culture and Religion 23
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suggests a gap in knowledge on feminine identity formation and life trajectories
within Catholic discourse. The absence of the detailed documentation of Catholic
mothers and daughters’ daily lives, past and present, along with a vested interest
in the nature of power and representation of women – the construction of
feminine silences, distortion and denial – has enticed me as an autobiographer to
write this paper.
Catholicism is seen to be an expert knowledge. It supposedly espouses a
‘truth’. Lawler (2000, 3) writes:
Knowledges about the self, about mothering, about childhood, about the mother-
daughter relationship, do not, as it were, fall from the sky: rather, they are produced
and reproduced in specific relations of social and political power, and in response to
specific social and political preoccupations.
Lawler argues that knowledges, particularly about childhood, have had a paucity
of analytical scrutiny. Through an analysis of the rituals, which produce the
Catholic child, the intent of this paper is to place Catholicism as an expert
knowledge under the intellectual lens, and examine the way it contours the self,
childhood and the mother–daughter relationship.
In this study, I also wanted to provide a space for an analysis of how
individual mothers and daughters have complied yet struggled with, have
contested and at times rejected, the powerful and normative positioning of the
mother–daughter nexus within Catholic discourse. Accidentally, when I was
reading Luce Irigaray, I found that my mother had constructed a feminine space
in her own relationship with her daughters but it had remained hidden and
overlooked by her daughters for other more vocal and dominant discourses.
Therefore, I turned to Irigaray’s writings and philosophies as her theoretical gaze
offered meaningful insights into my own relationship with my mother. Irigaray’s
psychoanalytic post-structuralist theories provided tools and strategies for
deconstructing the structures and language of Catholic discourse, and for
positioning this analysis within individual women’s stories. Kristeva’s theories
are used to explain how religious representation and ritual are ways in which
societies renew their original connection with the abject component but then
construct prohibitions around the component. Through rituals, such as Baptism,
the boundaries between human and the metaphysical are revised and renegotiated
and hence become clearly delineated (Creed 1993). Kristeva’s theory of abjection
offers an insight into how the ‘maternal’ is represented in Catholic theology.
Methods and context
This paper emanates from a larger feminist genealogical study that set out to
examine the mother–daughter relationship and its socio-historical construction
within the discourses and pedagogy of Catholicism. My intention involved giving
the mothers and daughters in the study a history, a context and a voice. From the
analysis it seemed that the old adage of ‘Once a Catholic, always a Catholic’
appears to hold some semblance of truth.
A. Keary24
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Specifically, the study focused on women who attended a middle-class
Catholic girl’s college with me in the 1970s, their sisters and their mothers.
My mother’s sister and her daughters (my cousins) also participated. A total of 36
women were interviewed which consisted of 13 groups of mothers and daughters
whose ages ranged between 20 and 80 years. The mothers in the study are
denoted by the term ‘Mrs’, whilst the daughters are denoted by their first names.
All names except for my mother and myself are pseudonyms.
Most of the daughters were educated to degree level, whilst the mothers
experienced a range of employment pre- and post-marriage including that of
government employee, teacher and nurse. For the mothers, there was a period
post-marriage where they did not consider paid employment as during the 1950s
and early 1960s the governing ideology was that being a wife and mother was a
full-time occupation, and that the husband should be the family provider. As Mrs
Kuranda explains:
I took on marriage as a career ...Actually they didn’t accept married women back
in the government offices ...Oh no, once you were married you left ...your father
would have had a fit if I’d taken on a job. I was his wife, he was to keep me.
However, this domestic narrative was to change with the advent of the women’s
liberation movement. Friedan (1965)disrupted the subdued housewife scenario
when she coined the term for suburban despair the ‘feminine mystique’.
Another point of divergence between some of the mothers and daughters in
this study is class (Lawler 2000). Although the study claims that the women are
now of middle-class status, as their daughters attended a middle-class Catholic
girls school, some of the mothers in the study had different class origins. These
varied generational class origins the women speak across and through. Although
class is not a specific analytic category in this paper, it is central to the women’s
dialogue as Mrs Treston comments:
We lived away in the western suburbs, way the other side of town. I never liked
living in T – this is the middle class coming out of me. I wanted to get the family out
of that environment, it wasn’t an attractive area. I never liked it. There were no trees
around.
The interviews were informal and took a conversational mode. Mothers and
daughters were interviewed together but when the women did not prefer this
mode, they were interviewed separately. Two participants (daughters) and I drew
up a set of questions as a guide for the initial interviews. These questions took an
open-ended format. The questions were revised and reformulated as the interview
process evolved. Transcripts of the interviews were returned to all participants for
perusal and editorial consideration. I was available personally or by phone to
discuss interviews with the women. Some women chose to edit out sections of
their interviews. A mother and daughter who chose to be interviewed separately
shared their transcripts with each other. Themes and patterns emerged from the
analysis of these transcripts.
Culture and Religion 25
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The data collection and analysis was based on feminist methodology
(Gibson-Graham 1996). A feminist methodology was employed as it held the
potential to foster a rich, interpersonal examination of women’s experiences as
they are constructed on the boundaries of Western patriarchy’s semantic field.
Also, feminist methodological processes reject the rigid positivist distinction
made between subject and object, known and unknown (Stacey 1988). In this
study, the experiences of Catholic women are analysed from my subjective
perspective as both researcher and participant that contrasts with a masculinist,
objective and ostensibly impartial social-scientific enquiry. A strength, but also a
limitation, of this essay is that some of the mother–daughter stories were told but
many stories have been left unstated. As the author of the text, I have chosen to
include or exclude material on the basis of its usefulness to the theoretical
analysis of the study. This feminist study does not purport to tell the whole,
complete, ‘real’ story but rather offers an understanding of the ‘partial truths’ and
perspectived local and contextual knowledge of women (Stacey 1988).
Along with Whitford (1994), my intention is that the reader engages with the
text. This engagement implies that readers construct their own subtext that at
strategic and relevant moments can shift from a constructionist to an essentialist
reading of ‘woman’. The aim of engagement with the text is that there can
momentarily be a conceptual emergence of women’s historical lived-material
conditions.
Vatican II
It is important to provide some historical context for the Catholic Church in
Australia during the era that comes under discussion in this paper. The Catholic
Church in Australia has a strong Irish heritage. Post-World War II heralded a
significant increase in the Australian Catholic population. New parishes were
springing up in the newly built suburban areas such as where my family lived.
Catholic education was helping to shape the socio-economic aspirations of
Catholics and drawing them closer to the prosperity of the general Australian
population. As Catholic Australia (http://www.catholicaustralia.com.au/page.
php?pg¼ austchurch-history, accessed on April 19, 2010) states ‘the Catholic
community had grown to be what the Irish bishops of the nineteenth century had
worked for and dreamed of: a thriving Church based on the Irish model’. However,
this is not to negate the changes brought about by immigration patterns during
these times, which transformed Australia. My mother’s early married years were
influenced by this post-World War II discourse, whilst my formative years were
contoured by the liberating changes of the feminist movement of the 1960s.
A historical moment in the Catholic Church, which distinguished the
girlhoods of the mothers and daughters in this study, occurred in the 1960s with
Vatican II. Vatican II entailed the constitution, decrees and pronouncements
imparted by the Vatican Council between 1962 and 1965. The Second Vatican
Council, which was called by Pope John XXIII, aimed to reform and foster the
A. Keary26
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liturgy of the Catholic Church. The principles in Vatican II set out to adapt the
Church’s institutions and their teachings more closely to contemporary
circumstances and needs so as to strengthen the Church’s fold (Lesko 1988).
During the time, the daughters were undertaking rituals such as Confession
and First Holy Communion, which marked their entry into Catholicism; the
Catholic Church was undergoing a liberalising moment. My mother explains the
impact Vatican II had on the Church and inter-family relationships:
A – What about Vatican II?
Mum – I couldn’t tell you anything about that. I knew it was on but I didn’t study it.
A – Did it affect you at all?
Mum – Oh, it affected everyone, schooling everything, it affected everything. The
Church, see the Mass was in Latin, it was changed to English. Schools taught a
different form of religion. There were endless things that they made a big change
with.
A – And what changes affected your life?
Mum – Also the fast before Holy Communion. We used to fast from midnight to
whatever time Mass you went to. If it be half past ten you’d still have to be fasting to
receive Holy Communion. That was one change. The other change was the English
Mass. That was a big change. So many priests left the order ... and the Church.
A lot are married and have families now themselves.
A – And how did you feel about the way it affected our schooling?
Mum – Oh, I opposed it because I’d been trained the other way. I agreed with some
of the things. It had been very hard before. The devil was very much in everyone’s
minds after being to school with the nuns. The other thing was it affected the nuns.
They all left the orders. None of them seem to be teaching now or very few. They’re
doing social work now instead. They feel that is more important. And a lot of the
nuns left the orders as well. They felt as though they could do just as well out in the
world without strict regimentation of the orders. But the orders have changed
entirely now. They’re just like lovely women living and fulfilling their lives with
something they can do for God.
A – And did it affect your family life?
Mum – No, it didn’t really. Well, I had nobody who left the Church or left the
orders. A lot of the young people left the Church that was the worst feature of it.
A – Did it affect your relationship with us at all?
Mum – Oh no, although I got to the stage where I would talk about God and the
aspirations and all the other things that went with the Catholic faith in a lovely Irish
way and that was all boohooed by the younger people. They didn’t go for that at all.
We were square. So it did. So in the end I decided I better keep quiet and let the
teachers teach you ...because I was only conflicting with what you were learning
at school and what was at home ...That was Vatican II. Dad would be able to tell
you a lot more. I didn’t read a lot ...I was looking after children and that’s the way
it was. I thought I better keep quiet and let the teachers teach you because what I was
teaching you was conflicting with what they were.
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My mother, who was enclosed within the private domain of the home looking after
children, considered the public political world of Vatican II as more men’s business,
‘Dad would be able to tell you a lot more’. When my mother was asked by her
daughter to consider this era in the Church’s history, the repercussions and impact of
Vatican II drew closer and closer to our familial relationship. It was not just about the
shifting parameters of clergy and rituals of the Church; rather, this revolution in the
Church impacted on the intimate relationship between mother and daughter.
My mother’s private voice with her children became suppressed, ‘So in the end
I decided I better keep quiet and let the teachers teach you’. Thus, an outcome of the
Catholic Church’s transformative moment was the silencing of the mother.
Vatican II executed its reform on the Church at structural, linguistic and
individual levels. The clergy and congregation became unsettled in both the
private and public domains. Within this era of dramatic social and cultural
change, our mothers tried to rear us, their daughters, in terms of a religious belief
system that was taking on different forms at the Catholic educational
instructional level. This era of dissent, non-conformity and uncertainty can be
heard in the voices of the women represented in this study.
Baptism
A way in which Catholic women arbitrate religious and gender identities can be
seen through consideration of the Church as an institution and specifically by
examining the doctrines that shape the role of women within the Church.
An analysis of individual mothers and daughters’ voices provides a wide-ranging
understanding of women’s faithfulness. Markedly different meanings of what it
was to grow up Catholic and how it is to be a (Catholic) woman in contemporary
times was uncovered. Some women largely concur with Catholic doctrine whilst
other women have left the Catholic Church because of their displeasure, whereas
there are some who oppose Catholic doctrine, yet remain within the confines of
the Church (Ecklund 2005). There is no doubt that the social changes in the
Catholic Church heralded in by Vatican II had implications for the mothers and
daughters represented in this paper.
So, the dialogue continued between my mother and I as we talked about the
ceremonies, which marked our entry into the Catholic Church. As children, the
ritualistic rites of Baptism, Confession and First Holy Communion led us
supposedly closer to God but away from our maternal inheritance. For some
women, Marriage as a sacrament also shaped their relationship with their
mothers.
Kristeva (1986, 250–1) writes, ‘If the mother clings to her offspring ... the
chances are that neither love nor psychic life will ever hatch from such as egg ...
Without the maternal “diversion” towards a Third Party, the bodily exchange is
abjection or devouring’. Hence, the daughter’s entrance into the symbolic order is
marked in Catholicism by the polluting abject waters of the maternal body. The
daughter is born with original sin and Catholic discourse cleanses the daughter of
A. Keary28
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her polluted maternal origins with Baptismal waters. So begins the daughter’s
initiation into the masculinist hierarchy and dogma of Catholicism.
Baby Marie (my mother) was baptised in 1935 at Sacred Heart Church in
Kew when she was a week or so old. I asked my mother:
A – Where was I christened?
Mum – You were christened down here at Immaculate Heart. The boys were
christened over at East Kew, because Gran looked after the afternoon tea.
A – When they got christened?
Mum – Gran put on afternoon tea, and the family went and enjoyed themselves.
Baptism was a joyous family occasion where the whole family celebrated the
baby’s entry into the Catholic Church.
Yet the contrary story for the child who was not baptised was one of fear and
trepidation. Cathy Treston explains that at the age of eight, limbo was a
confusing, frightening concept, which she did not understand. For her teacher,
a nun, it was a difficult notion to explain:
Cathy – I’ve got a memory of a boy at school ...A teacher, who was a nun, came in
and said that his younger sister had died and she was only a baby ...Anyway the nun
said it was OK because even though she hadn’t been baptised she’d still go to heaven.
You’ve got a black soul until you’ve been baptised, but then she said this baby would
still go to heaven because it had never sinned. It was all a really confusing explanation.
It was like she couldn’t really explain it and I couldn’t understand it.
For Cathy, as a young child, the intricacies of being baptised and not baptised
were perplexing. She did not fully understand the dilemma for the baby.
However, according to the nun the baby was given a dispensation and did not
have to go to limbo. This narrative relates to Kristeva’s definition of abjection in
terms of the inside/outside. Central to Catholicism’s teachings are a set of rituals,
which contest classifications of the unclean. These include this example of the
baby who is not cleansed by the waters of Baptism. A baby who may appear to be
clean on the outside maybe unclean on the inside as it has a ‘black soul’. The
dichotomy of pure/impure according to the Nun represents a more complex
perspective, in that the categorisation of clean/unclean was not seen as a simple
opposition in this instance for the baby had not sinned. For Cathy, as a young
child, it seemed impossible to get rid of the abject from the human domain. Yet,
within Catholic doctrine a dispensation was given so the baby was not abjected
from the Church. Hence, the notion of abjection is ambiguous; it both repels and
attracts. Separating out the mother and her universe from Catholic doctrine is not
a simple task and may not be possible (Creed 1993).
Catriona Fenwick, as a mother attempted to elude the patriarchal creed of
Catholicism at her daughter’s Baptism by creating her own, different rendition of
Catholic scripture:
Catriona – I have yet to find for myself what believing in the devil (means). I don’t
believe in the devil ... ‘Do you reject Satan and all his work’...Well, I don’t
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believe in Satan but I do believe in a concept of evil and so I guess I was interpreting
it (my daughter’s Baptism) for myself and I felt comfortable with it in that way.
Irigaray (1984, 64) writes that as women we are ‘forced to comply with models
that do not match ... that exile, double mask’. Catriona, as a Catholic woman
and mother decided to break out of her confinement within the Catholic model,
and interpret the scriptures and fill the words of the Bible with her own meanings.
She attempted to move forward into an ideal by looking for other representations
for herself and her daughter within the boundaries of Catholic discourse.
Mrs Eades and her daughters Sam and Renee discuss Renee’s choice not to
baptise her daughter. Their deliberations echo the rifts of culture between
generations of mothers and daughters that have been shaped by Catholic
discourse and pedagogies:
Mrs Eades – But you know it does hurt me to think, and that’s one of the things that
I pray about always is that the Holy Spirit will come on you, that you will return to
the Church and have that dear little baby baptised. I have never ever mentioned it;
it’s one of the hardest, one of the things that has hurt me the most.
Mrs Eades prays that one day the waters of Baptism will bless her grandchild, and
that her daughter will return to the Catholic Church. The discourse of Baptism
creates a sea of turbulence between mother and daughter.
The grandmother, as a pedagogical matrilineal source feels ‘hurt’ for her
daughter and suffering for her granddaughter because of her non-investiture into
the Catholic cultural order. Mrs Eades states that she hopes the ‘Holy Spirit’ will
descend upon her daughter and lead her back to a Catholic spiritual realm and
belief system. For Mrs Eades the weight of her daughter’s rejection of a Catholic
belief system surfaces in emotions of sadness and hurt. Mrs Eades’ lived
adherence to Catholic discourse constructs a location of contention within
herself, and between her and her daughter. There is no room for negotiation or the
movement of religious belief borders.
It is suggested that the women speak from a marginalised location within the
Catholic Church but yet, at times, challenge its doctrine that contains them within
meanings and understandings produced by, and for, men. Tensions occur in the
mother–daughter relationships over the ritual of Baptism. Some women redefine
its inferences whilst other women attempt to come to terms with its meanings.
Mrs Eades and my own mother accept its subtext, which is central to their
spiritual understanding of life.
Confession
I went to primary school at St Finbars, East Brighton. Once again as a young child
I was expected to establish autonomy and enter into the symbolic order by
separating from my mother, the abject. Kristeva (1982, 13) writes that:
The abject confronts us ...with out earliest attempts to release the hold of maternal
entity ... It is a violent, clumsy, breaking away, with the constant risk of falling
back under the sway of power as securing as it is stifling.
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My separation was unsettled. I found it difficult to say ‘goodbye’ to my mother, as
I still did not want to be released from her maternal hold. My unsettled entry into
the social institution of Catholic schooling confirmed the power of the polluted,
unruly mother to transpose onto Catholicism permanent conflict as I could not
separate between masculine (Catholic school) and feminine (my mother),
Non-separation threatens Catholicism with disintegration (Kristeva 1982);
therefore, Catholic schooling is marked by ritualistic events, such as Confession
and First Holy Communion, to ensure the child’s entry into the Catholic symbolic
order. For Irigaray, these rituals act as an obstacle; as the antagonist that makes
relationships between the child, in this case the daughter, and mother difficult,
if not impossible. These rituals mandate the maternal body out of bounds for the
child. Daughter and mother are divided and circumscribed by the function and
role of motherhood within Catholicism. The redefinition of the subject in
Catholicism cannot occur without a fervent employment of intergenerational
relations among women. Through their dialogue the women in this study enact
these intergenerational relations.
Confession, Anita Jones defines as ‘the Church loading people up, as soon as
they’re able to recognise it with guilt’. Confession is repentance for the sins of
our souls. For Gloria Kuranda, as a seven-year-old, it was immersion into an
anxious masquerade of ‘sitting there as a class ... seeing children around me
getting nervous. What can I say, what can I say when I go in there?’ Her mother
responds regretfully, ‘That’s crazy, that should never have been the case to make
you that nervous’. Confession did not only make some of the daughters in the
study nervous but also made some of the mothers anxious. Mrs Treston recalls,
‘Guilt and sin loomed large ...We were taught to live by the rules set down by
the Catholic Church and the catechism or hell fire and brimstone would descend
upon you’.
The Treston family recollects the Confessional act as an ordeal:
Mrs Treston – And I think that when I had my children I became very conscious of
this terrible responsibility that what even I taught them was vitally important for the
‘saving of their soul’. I’d always questioned my religion and harboured doubt ...
But when it came to having my own children the responsibility was so great and
I think perhaps that fear that I might do the wrong thing by not giving them a
religious upbringing made me suppress my doubts and take on traditional attitudes
or the accepted code of religious behaviour. I think in a way that affected you Pam
badly. I can remember when you made your first Confession, and poor little thing;
you must have been absolutely petrified about it.
Pam – It was traumatic.
Mrs Treston – Traumatic, must have been. I can remember that parents were
supposed, see everything was imposed, were supposed to take the children a week
or so later and then make another Confession.
Pam – A second one?
Mrs Treston – Your second one. Yes, I thought I’d take you into St Francis not to Fr
M. He was quite an imposing figure. He was a lovely, good, sincere man but really
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probably very frightening for little children. So, I took you into St Francis. I’ve
never forgotten this. When we got off the tram to go into the Church you burst into
tears. Yes, you did and it was just a terrible feeling for me and for Pam. And
I couldn’t force her to make the Confession.
Mrs Treston was sceptical of religion and questioned its tenets. However, when
maternal responsibilities were placed upon her to rear her own children, she
began to feel apprehension and lack of confidence in herself as a primary
pedagogical source for her children. Catholicism with its doctrine embedded in a
notion of sin and salvation, offered her a pedagogical companion. Jantzen (1998,
16) contends:
If we think in terms of salvation, then the human condition must be conceptualised
as a problematic state in which human beings need urgent rescue, otherwise
calamity or death will befall. The human situation is a negative one, from which we
need to be delivered.
So for Mrs Treston, her children required guidance and rescuing as understood
within, and through Catholic doctrine so that their souls would not be lost. This
religious tenet of ‘saving their souls’ overshadowed Mrs Treston’s confidence in
her own mothering abilities, which, she also perceived as requiring guidance, and
rescuing.
Nevertheless, Mrs Treston’s trepidation over her daughter’s religious
initiation into the sacrament of Confession left her not totally bound by the rules
and regulatory practices of Catholicism. She says in the end, ‘I couldn’t force her
to make the Confession’. From her position of doubtfulness, of ambivalence
towards as well as within, Catholic discourse, Mrs Treston was apprehensive but
remained confident enough to make the decision that she would not force her
daughter into making her Confession.
In an attempt to forge out a religious belief system for her and one that was in
the best interest of her daughter, Mrs Treston was captured in a location of in-
betweeness. She did not totally belong to one belief system or another and in this
location she rested uneasily. Mrs Treston goes onto explain:
Mrs Treston – The religion issue is an interesting one – this exercise has been a
great lesson in how the best laid plans can go awry. It’s still a mystery to me why
some people, souls have such deep faith and communion with the Holy Spirit and
other just miss the plot. It’s too true; faith is caught not taught. There is a quotation
from my early years at primary school that still sticks in my mind. If my
recollections are correct it comes from St Augustine’s writings: ‘You have made us
for yourself O Lord and our hearts are restless until they rest in you’. This quote has
had a deep meaning for me all my life but I’ve not yet achieved the ultimate solution
to my spiritual life or lack of it. What does this say about me, my Catholic
upbringing and the way I’ve presented to my family?
Mrs Treston believes that her restlessness, irresolution on spiritual principles can
be attributed to having not fully ‘caught’ the Catholic faith. She believes she is
not into total repose with the Church and therefore, she remains insecure with her
spirituality. Mrs Treston makes herself out, and is made out by Catholicism in
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terms of lack. This lack of spiritual fulfilment, sense of insufficiency in and with
herself, she also sees in terms of her mothering.
Confession supposedly cleansed our souls from sins of impurity. Our
dialogue and actions were impure therefore; we needed to surrender our words
and acts to God and the priest for ablution. Irigaray (1993, 15) claims that religion
is risky and hazardous and further divides the mother and daughter:
Obviously, there is nothing available that can allow us to move forward firmly
without risk. No Jacob’s ladder is there to help us climb back to the mother. Jacob’s
ladder always moves up to heaven, toward the father and his kingdom.
Confession, it is contended, is one of the risky rungs of Jacob’s ladder, which
leads the mother and daughter into the Catholic world of submission and
obedience. Yet, for some women the ritual of Confession gives them peace and
serenity through its doctrine.
Catholic discourse blames original sin on Eve, the woman who befell evil in
the Garden of Eden. This Catholic belief in the inherently blemished and scarred
human psyche is ascribed to the abject, uncontrollable desires of the women.
Women are condemned for being at the root of all evil. Therefore, we must atone
for the original sin we inherited from Eve, our mother, through the sacrament of
Confession. This sacrament summons women to the priest, in the confessional,
who has the power to absolve her from the transgressions of her flesh.
The wedding
First Holy Communion, another sacrament that took place in the early years of
primary school, was the occasion for the expected bride to be. The virginal white
dress, the white tulle veil, and the miniature bridal procession were all indicative
of a wedding. Young girls were dressed as beautiful brides for their reception of
Christ (see Figure 1). For some Catholic women, sacraments such as First Holy
Communion drew them closer to the church whilst for others it resulted in other
journeys towards what they named independence and autonomy. For Rutherford
(1986), a Catholic education led her to denounce Catholic doctrine in order to be
who she wanted to be. She writes, ‘I was constantly reminded that academic
success must always remain secondary to being a “good” woman; my real role in
life was to be either “a bride of Christ” or a “bride of man”’ (140). Hence, the
sacrament of First Holy Communion was the earliest initiation into the notion of
being ‘a bride’.
Traditionally there has been an expectation in a Catholic girl’s lifetime that she
will have a Catholic marriage and bear children who will be baptised into the
Catholic Church. For a Catholic daughter to signal a departure from this traditional
ritual fragments her Catholic identity. Yet, for a daughter to become a Catholic wife
creates responsibilities which breaks her bond with her mother and her own female
identity, and secures the power and continuity of the Catholic masculinist heritage.
For my mother’s generation, heterosexual romance, marriage and mother-
hood were upheld as the Catholic way of life. The wedding was central to this
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social construction of the Catholic woman. The wedding not only symbolised the
woman’s sanctioned partnership with a man but also renewed her inscription to a
Catholic way of life. Stories of weddings are colourful and varied. For some
mothers and daughters their weddings occurred in the most ‘normalised’ and pre-
planned way. Catriona Fenwick, as a daughter remembers:
Getting married, yeh. That’s a funny one. Looking back now when Max and I got
married we did things in the most expected of ways – other people’s expectations
and our own. We had a nuptial Mass. We got married at my local parish Church.
The choice of a partner and the way in which some mothers chose to wed,
at times, caused rifts in the mother–daughter relationship. Mrs Adler chose to
marry a non-Catholic. She deploringly commented, ‘When I married a non-
Catholic she (my mother) apologised to the priest for me marrying a non-
Catholic’. Mrs Piper married into the Catholic Church and her parents refused to
attend the wedding. Her relationship with her mother spiralled into a story of pain
and misunderstanding. However, there was generational renewal between mother
and daughter after the birth of Mrs Piper’s children. Mother and daughter put
aside their differences so that Mrs Piper’s mother, as the matrilineal grandmother,
Figure 1. My mother’s First Holy Communion photo.
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could know the love of her grandchildren and so that her grandchildren could
experience their matrilineal grandmother. Mrs Piper explains, ‘Eventually we
came back to see my parents because the children were born. They didn’t want to
miss out on that, and I didn’t want my children missing out’.
Some daughters chose to reframe or defy the Catholic matrimonial ceremony.
These strategic recastings can accentuate the different understandings of what it is to
be a woman for mothers and daughters who are positioned in disparate discourses.
Mrs Eades and her daughters, Sam and Renee, grapple with their different yet
collective experiences of the marital ceremony. Both daughters chose to marry
outside the confines of Catholicism. The Eades family expresses the anguish, which
can occur between mother and daughter, when there are differences in the definition
of marriage and womanhood. Nevertheless, it appears possible for mothers and
daughters to shift the positions available to them in a dominant discourse such as
Catholicism so that they can find and negotiate their love for one another:
Mrs Eades – I wasn’t very happy the way Renee was married. I’m being honest, I’ll
be totally honest now, I wasn’t very pleased because I just felt in their wedding
ceremony there wasn’t just one mention of God in it. That really hurt me because
God could strike both of them down in one second and yet they would not ask for
God’s blessing.
Sam – Did you see it implicit in the love they had for each other, the love they saw
in each other?
Mrs Eades – No I feel that’s something that God has – giving life. I feel that God
has given them life and I know that Trevor’s got no religion at all. But I just felt that
I’d brought Renee up enough to just, I’m not, I don’t want to be, I’m not being
unkind about this but that was one of the biggest things that I ever had to do was
consent to that and to go along. I think it was my love for you that made me...
Renee – That was more important?
Mrs Eades – That was more important to me at the time.
Renee – That’s right.
Mrs Eades – And it really hurt...
Mrs Eades – Well that’s it, marriage is a sacrament, isn’t it? I’ve been brought up to
believe that marriage is one of the seven sacraments and I feel that it should be...
Renee – Honoured.
Mrs Eades – Mmmm, that’s just how I feel.
For many women of my mother’s generation, marriage offered the familiar and
secure framework of the familial structure and positioned them within lifelong
discourses of motherhood, being a wife, domesticity, (working) motherhood,
grandmotherhood and so on. In postmodern times, a diversity of messages are
available to women which include independence, career, choosing a partner
whether male or female, marriage, de facto or other living arrangements. These
variations, which have opened up for women are based on the woman’s negation
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and or re/negotiation of conventional heterosexual romance and marriage, and
hence her disassociation from conventional constructions of Catholic
womanhood.
The historical trajectories of the wedding story have created disruptions and
nuances in the traditional Catholic matrimonial tale. The contemporary story of
the wedding takes on different shapes and forms, which range from the familiar to
excessive acts. The type of defining features a daughter’s entry into matrimony
has for the Catholic mother–daughter relationship depends on individual
mother–daughter stories, and the particular narrative of the daughter.
Conclusion
This feminist study was undertaken to specifically gaze at the socio-historical
inscription of a group of white, middle-class Australian Catholic mothers and
daughters. Feminist research methods of researcher as researched and a multi-
methodological approach were used to collect the data. The theories of Irigaray
and Kristeva were used to explore the ways in which these women are located,
represented and represent themselves within the patriarchal discourse of
Catholicism. The situated, subjugated standpoints of these mothers and daughters
offer a partial and context-specific perspective on growing up female and
Catholic.
It was argued that the daughter’s entrance into the patriarchal order is marked
in Catholic theology by the polluting abject waters of the maternal body. The
daughter is born with original sin and Catholic discourse cleanses the daughter of
her polluted maternal origins with Baptismal waters. So begins the daughter’s
initiation into the rites of the patriarchal hierarchy and dogma of Catholicism.
Throughout her life the daughter is conscripted further into the realms of Catholic
discourse through rituals such as Confession, First Holy Communion and for
some women, Marriage.
A partial and contingent understanding of the Catholic mother–daughter
relationship is provided in this paper. The material realities of life will continue to
rebut and challenge these understandings. Even after the liberalising events of
Vatican II, the lives of women in the Catholic Church has not changed in many
ways. For instance, women can still not be ordained as priests, married to other
women, divorced and remarried without penalty, use birth control and have
abortions. I believe that feminist social analysis can open up sites to engage in
discussion about plural and multiple meanings of what it is to be (Catholic)
women. For some women, this engagement may ease some of the tensions and
anxieties and assist them to gain a political voice, whether in the private or public
domain, with which to assert their identity and desires, and to challenge silencing
discourses such as that of Catholicism.
In 1971, during the era of second-wave feminism, Carol Hanisch coined the
term ‘the personal is political’. This phrase opened up the closed doors of the
private sphere so that attention could be drawn to the multiple forms of
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oppression that women experienced in private and public spheres. It legitimised a
space for Catholic women to talk about their bodies and their everyday lives with
other women rather than it being contained within the walls of the confessional or
the family home. The women in this study used this legitimised space to
challenge and disrupt the grand patriarchal narrative of Catholicism but at the
same time, they also disturbed and contested each other’s individual and group
stories as mothers, as daughters and as women. As illustrated, in the very act of
speaking even with dissenting voices, it is possible for there to be moments in
which mothers and daughters further mediate the multiple contradictory
discourses that their relationship is bound by and through. In their conversations,
separately and together, these women involved themselves in an enmeshment of
fragmented and brittle intergenerational tales.
The spiritual resilience (Manning 2012) of the older women in this study,
such as Mrs Eades and my mother, needs to be acknowledged. Despite conflict
and tension with their daughters over a range of issues that are poignant to their
identity as Catholic women (Dillon 2011), they manage to arbitrate a fine line
between advocating for and espousing their Catholic beliefs, and continuing a
dialogue with their daughters whose spiritual belief systems are of a different
persuasion. My mother commented in relation to Vatican II:
I got to the stage where I would talk about God and the aspirations and all the other
things that went with the Catholic faith in a lovely Irish way and that was all
boohooed by the younger people. They didn’t go for that at all. We were square.
This ‘boohooing’ by the young people continued into her later years but she
always made a space for her daughter who resisted (Lawler 2000) and struggled
with Catholicism.
The intent of this study was to provide a particular socio-historical perspective
on the positioning of the Catholic mother–daughter relationship. Admittedly,
many other stories of mothers and daughters have been elided or passed over.
There are other tales of Catholic mothers and daughters such as those of motherless
daughters, the mother–daughter relationship as it intersects with structures of race,
class and ethnicity, contemporary intergenerational matrilineal stories and so the
list goes on. I hope that other feminist scholars will tell other perspectived and
contextualised (Dillon 2010) tales of the maternal genealogy.
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